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One of the problems that has most occupied historians of Italian Renaissance art during
recent years concerns the amount and kind of preparation that lay behind the great
mural decorations of the trecento. Following the basic work of Robert Oertel, and
especially since the discovery of sinapias (the monumental and often astonishingly
sketchy preparatory drawings executed directly on the wall) the old view that the
medieval painter worked by a more or less mechanical method of copying from prescribed models and patterns can no longer be maintained. Indeed, the chief controversy
has been reduced at present to the question whether even small-scale compositional
sketd'les were used.1 There has taken place what amounts to a fundamental reversal in
our view of how works of art were conceived. The medieval artist, formerly thought of
as being bound by an iron clad system of servile copying, now emerges as the paragon
of direct and unpremeditated creation. It was the Renaissance that sought to objectify
and rationalize the artistic process into a fixed body of rules.
The problem has its counterpart in sculpture. though it has received far less attention
in this domain. And it is in this context that I shall offer some rather loosely connected
and tentative remarks on the history of the use of bozzetti and modelli and sculptural
procedure in general. J
A useful point of departure is prOvided by the pioneering srudy by Carl Bluemel on
Greek sculptural technique, first published in '1927.J On certain unfinished pieces of
• The observations p~ted here are in the way oE prolegomena to a genera.l survey oE sculpto~'
model. and bozzettl and related problems of working procedure; this will form put oE the introduction to a critical corpus of the boudtl oE Glanloren::to Bernini, which 1 am now prl!parlng for publica.
tion.
I R. Oertel, ·Wandmale~i und Zeidmung in Hallen," Mitttrillingen des Iamsthistorisdren [n,tillits in
J=lo,en=, 5, 1:940, pp. 217 IF. Recent blbllogr:aphy; E. Boncok, The Mliral Painters of Tliscany, tondon
1:960: u. Procaccl, Sinopie e a{fTudri, Milan 1:96:1 (review, with additional obKI'Vations by Procaccl, by
M. Muraro, Art Blilletin, 45, 1:963, pp. 154 IF.); t. TIntori illld M.Mei55, The Paintings of the Ufe of St.
Franci. in Aui.i with Notes on the Arena Chapel, New York 196~ (review by'. While, Art Bulletin,
<45, '196), pp. )11) IF.); now L TIntori and M. Meis., ~ Additional Ob5U'Yations on Italian Mural Tedl.·
nique,- Art Blilletin, <46, 1:96<4, p. )110. An important contribution is that of E. Kllzinger, The Mo...ia
of Monrea!e, Palermo 1960, pp. 6<4 Ef.
1 The reader should bear In mind that our attention will be focused on monumental stone sculpture.
Models Ear bronu: and l~cotb. sculpt1lft pose a special problem because, unless there are exlern.aI
indications, it is practic.ally impossible to determine with certainty whether a given example is a study
or the work ll:tdf In a pre-lina.I sbre. Sculptural modd. Ear painting al50 form a category apart ij.
von 5chIOSloer, "Aw dIU BUchlerwuk$tatt dIU RenaiJ:pnce,~ Jllhrblldr der Inm.thistorUdren SlZl'I"Imllmgen des llnerhOduIt7l 1<friHrhauKs, P. 19X3, pp. '111 fE.).
J Gricdrisdlr Bildhlluuarbrit, &rUn 1917 Qahrbudl des dellotsc:hen archiologisdten Instlmb:. Erganzunp.
heft XI), publi.hed independentiy thereafter (third. edition, Berlin 19.0) though omitting valuablr
documentation; English edition, Greek Sculptors at Work, london '1955. Further observations by Bluemel appear in Ardrilologi:Kher A=origer, H. 19)9, cols. )O~ ff.
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ancient statuary there is preserved a number of small protuberances or knobs, with tiny
holes in the center (pl. 1.2,~, especially on the head and above the knees; pl. ~2,2, on the
chest and knee). By analogy with modem sculptural practice, it is evident that these
knobs are what are called "points,· fixed reference marks by means of which measurements are made in copying from a model or another sculpture. Such examples prove
beyond question that a system of mechanical pointing-off was known and used in antiquity.~ On this basis, Bluemel made an observation that is of fundamental significance.
It concerns an inherent diHerence in procedure between sculpture that is ex:ecuted free
and directly in the stone, and sculpture produced by pointing off &om a model. In the
former case, characteristic of archiac and classical Greece, the artist tends to carve the
statue uniformly in the round (pl. :[2,3). He removes, as it were, a series oJ
, "skins·
from the figure, and at any given stage in the execution it will show a more or less uniform degree of finish. With the technique of pOinting-off, used particularly by the
Romans for copying Greek statuary, the tendency is to work the figure from one side at
a time, and to bring some parts to a state of relative completion before others.
These questions seem to be largely unexplored as regards medieval sculpture. 5 What
Uttle evidence there is comes mainly from the Gothic period. But though limited the
evidence is of great value because it speaks with a single and unequivocal voice. Bluemel
himself cited several unfinished sculptures, such as the small female figure, probably an
allegory of Fortitude, from the late fourteenth century in Orvieto (pI. ~.%,6). The technique is basically simi.la.r to that of archaic Greek sculpture; indeed, all the medieval
examples show the characteristics of direct carving, without pointing hom a model'
Even more striking is the consistency of the documentary evidence, which for the late
14th and early 15th centuries, particularly in Italy, is rather extensive. We have the
abundant records of both Florence and Milan cathedrals. And they show by repeated
instances, and without exceptions, that the monumental sculptures of these buildings
4 Rl!Ctnt bibliography and examples; P. E. Corbett, ·Attic Pottery of the Lilte Fifth Century from the
AthaUan. Agora,· Hespuill, :18, :l949, pp. JOS f., J-4:l; G. M. A. RJdl.ter, Ancient italy, Ann Arbor,
MldUgan 1.955, pp. :lOS ff.; E. B. Harrison, ·New Sculpture from the Athenian Agoril, '19S9,· HnpwN,
29.1.960, pp. J7o, J8:1.; G. M. A. Richter, ·How were the Roman Copies of Greek Portraits Mader,R~mi5dte Mitteilungen, 69, '196:1., pp. S2 ff.
5 An important extension of Bluemel', analysis to the development of Egyptian sculpture was made by
R. Anthes, -Werkverfahren llgyptischer BUdhauer,- MitteilunStn dn dllut,d1l1n Institut, fiJI' IJgypti'd1e
Altcrlum,kundc in !UriI'D, 10, 1.94'1, pp. 79ff.
6 Cf. after Bluemel. T. MUller in ReaIlt:cikon 'l:ur dtutschtn KUnftStsdJichte, Stuttgart '19J7 ff., II, cols.
608 ff. 5. v. -Bildhauer-; also F. V. Arens in ibid., cols. 1.061 ff., S. II. -Bosse, Bossenkapltcll. - On medle~
val sc:ulptun.l proc:edure generally, ue P. du Colombier, Lei chllntitr, des clltkldTllllIS, Paris 1953. pp.
8J ff., with bibliography, though much more study is ne<:es~.
Nefliless to "'y, considerable variation in degru of surface Bnish on a given work I, ponible within the genen1 principle of ·unlfonn. In-th.e-round· carving in medieval ~pture. Yet, there ue real
excqJt.Ions. On certain inrompleted Romanesque a.plbls, parts wen: brought to a final finish before
the rest of the carving was even roughed out (suggesting the llH of a repeated pattem1); d. I. TroulIelot. ·Rtmarques sur la teduUque des ICUlpteu.n du moyen-ige,· BwUmn monwm~tll'l, 95, 19J6, pp.
10J ff. J. Whitt, In his exemplary study of the Orvleto ~de reliefs, ,howed that a uniform working
technique was used only in the initial stages of bloddng-out; execution of the subsequent sbges prog~sed at vuying notes ('"The Reliefs on the Facade of the O\K)mo at Otvieto," JOI.tnIll'1 of th, WarbUTg ll'nd Cowrtll'uld lrutitutn, 22, 1959, pp. 254 ff.). In tha cue howevu. we are not dealing with an
artist's ·~tl...e prnc:edure." but, as White concludes, with a workshop syst~ in whic;h specific kiM
of ICCOndary ta,b weTe assigned to "specialists· once the main !orms had been established by the
leading masters.
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were eXec',Jted at this period not &om models but &om drawings. The drawings were
not provided by the executing sculptors themselves but by other artists; and these
other artists were usually not sC'.uptors at all, but painters.7 The evidence concords
perfectly with what the preserved examples suggested, for sculpture executed exclusively
from drawings is of necessity carved directly.
This the.<rt was the situation in the period immediately preceding th.e emergence of the
great masters of the early Renaissance, and it was the system under which they grew up.
It is astonishing how rapidly and completely things manged. We cannot even remotely
conceive of Ghiberti or Donatello or Luca della Robbia executing sculpture as a general
practice after someone else's drawings, especia.Uy a painter's. And as the sculptor began
to provide his own designs, the documents show with equal consistency that these
designs now normally took the form of models.' Drawings continue to be used, of
course, but they are no longer the distinctive basis upon whim works were comissioned
or appraised. 9
1 suspect that the documentary notice of one of the key monuments in this Florentine
7 On sculptor's drawings perally d. H. Keller, In Rullu. z. d,wt. Kunstg., II, cols. 62J if., ,. v. ~BUd
hauerzeidmung.· On the painters' drawings for sculpture In Milan and Florence, d. Oertd. up. dt.,
pp. 267lf. (.wo, for Milan. U. Nebbiil., l.sz sculturll del Dwomo di Mililno. Milan :1910, pp. 4.5 if., .59 f.).
This .suggests a link between the Milanese and Florentine serles of ·gigllIlti· as regards working proce~
dun:, as well as program (cE. R. and N. Stang, ~atdlo e U Giosue per U Campanile dl S. Marla del
Fiore al1lI. luce dei document!.· Ada: a:d or/kzeolopm lit Ilrlium hi$toria:m prninentia:. IMtitwl1lm Ront/lnum Noroegia:" 1. 190:l. p. U9).
Ntdless to QY. drawinp by sculptOl"'!l are documented in the Inc;enio (d. Nino Pisano, Sdlulatti
lomb, Pi.sa. :lJ6:l, L B. Supino. Art, Pi.strna, Rorence. 1904, pp. :lJO f.; wooden dloir-stall, Siena Qthedral, 1J77lf., G. MUa.ne:si. DOOlmmti pn fa: storiQ dcCflfrt. SIInes•• Siena. 1&S..-s6, I. pp. JJ2, ".6, etc..
R. Krauthll!:i.m.er, ~A drawing for the Fonte Gaia in Siena,· Bull.tin of th, Metropolitlln Museum of
Art. 20. :1952. p. :l7:l).
It mU5t be emphulzed that, ~es, of who rnade them, the question whether there were true
p~aratory studies, as dl,tind from collUl1i.s5ion or working drawings, remain, open.
I On models and bouettt generally. d. H. Kdler and A. Ress. in klllle:. ::.. d,,,,t. X"'l1$tg., n, cois.
1081.11'.• s. v. ·Bouetto." and Miiller, ibid., cols. 600 if.
This writer must report that so far he hOI' encountl!red no «rta.In example. either preserved or documented, of a model In whatever saJe for alonumental stone figural sculpture before the flfI:eenth
century. It should be emphasized, however, that there was an inlporbnt tre<:ento practice of making
models for architectural elemmt:s whidl mayor lXUly not have incl...ded sculptured decorative details
(documented at Prllgue, Xllnten, Bremen, Mil:lll, Flot1:nce, llnd Bologna; d. Keller, loc, cit., and L. H.
Heydenreid!.. in idem. I, col,. 918 if., .s. v. "Ardtitekturmodell·); to this tradition presumably belongs
the plaster model made by aaus Sluter for the ~malj:onerle et faton- of the fountain at Oijon (H.
David, Cla",.s Sl",tu, pariJ: :l9P-. p. ll6).
9 Jena Linyi was apparently the first 10 draw attention to this fact, and §uessed. the marked contrast
between the Florentine masters on the one hand and on the other Jacopo della Quercia, in whose work
drawings playa leading role (·Querda-Studien,· la:nrbwch fUr Kun,hois,eruma:ft. 19JO, pp. 2.5 if.). But
In this effort to establish Querela', originality, Unyi overlooked the fact that, in this respect at leut,
Quercia was carrying on a medieval tradition thai was no les1lizmly rooted In tncento Siena than it
had been in F1~CII and MilAn (d. Oertel, op. cit., p. ~J). ~yi was right, however, In emphuwng
Querela's departure, along with the Florentines. from the Ia.te trecenlo tradition of monwnental scuIptu~ exectlted on the buis of drawings supplied by painters.
Unyi (op. cit., pp. J1 f.) also mi.sInlerpreffif the pusage in whidt Vasari di.scusses Qu,ercl.a's ~es
Irian monument for the c:IIbfalque of Giovanni d'Atto Ubaldini (L. vit•...• eeL G. Mllanesi, Florence
1906.
pp. 1"10 f.) to me:lll that Vasarl atmbuted to Quen::ia the Invention of the fWl-sa.ie Kulptor'J
model Vasari In fact is relUring speei6cally to the mataial construction of the piece, which in the
sixteenth century was used for large modeLs. Querela', monument, however. was not a model (n the
sense of being preparatory to execution in mOl"C permanent fonn. but belongs to the category of larte
sale decoratiorul exll(l1ted in tm'lPOrary materials for spedal occasions sud!. as funerals and festivai5..
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procedural revolution is still preserved to us. This is the record referring to one of th
famous series of colossal statues, or giganti. commissioned for the cathedral of Florencl
the series that resulted ultimately in the Dauid of Michelangelo. It is a partial paymen
made in '141.5 jointly to Donatello and BruneUesdU far a small figure of stone, drape.
with gilt lead (una figuretta di pieha, vestita eli piamba dorata); they were to execut
the figure "for a test and illustration of the large figures that are to be made upon th,
buttresses (per pruova e mostTa delle figure grandi me s'anno a fare in su gli sproni).1
As far as I can discover this is the first reference to a model made in preparation for;
piece of free-standing monumental sculpture since classical antiquity.
It is important to emphasize that the chief reason for making the model was probabl)
of a technical nature. We know that considerable difficulties were experienced with thE
giant that Donatello had made a few years earlier out of tenacotta; it had to be repaireti
on several occassions within a few years after it was completed. l l Chances are that DonateUo and Brunellesdti were trying out what would indeed have been a novel combination
of stone with a protective cover of metal in the form of drapery. But even if it was
primarily a tedtnical rather than an aesthetic experiment it represents a radical new
departure in the way of conceiving a work of sculpture.u
What were the models of the early Renaissance like, and how were they used? The
evidence for the first question is entirely indirect; so far, at least, I have not encountered
a single Italian work from the first half of the quattrocento that is convincing as a model
for scu1pture. 13 But since the designs, wether drawings or models, mentioned in the
documents were made as the basis for commissions and were often intended to be kept
as a standard against which the completed work would be judged, it seems probable
that they were highly finished. 1f This assumption receives some support from examples
from the second half of the century that have a better (though by no means certain)
claim to be regarded as authentic models. Such is the terracotta in the Victoria and
Albert Museum, showing the Confirmation of the Order of St. francis, one of a series
related to the reliefs on Benedetto da Majano's Pulpit in S. Croce of around 1.475; the
executed sculptures show only slight variations from the models (pl. :u,:1.2).t.li
to C. Poggi, fl Duomo di Fi,~nu, BuUn 1909, doc. no. .p):.
CE. H. W. Janson, "Ciavanni ChellliU's 'Ubro' and Domllello; in Stwdi~n ZIol' t05kanisdl~n Kumt.
F~stsdlrift fU, Ludwig H~i"rich H~den,eich. Munich 1964, p. 1)412 Bnln~llesehl', participation and the fact that what wu being planned Will, dtet all. a pie<:e of architectural sculpture. may not be fortuitous. It Is my f«,ling ltuJt this experiment, and the development
of the sc:ulptor's model generally was closely related 10 the eadier tradition of armitectural models
(d. ubove, n. 8).
13 For a convenient Hst of eady lelTacottas, d. C. von FabriC%)', '"Kritlsmcs Veneichnis to,kanlsd\er Hoa~
und Tonstatuen bis tum Beginn des Unquecento; ]llh,budl rh, PreujJisdien Klolnsullmmlun!en, 30,
1909, Beihefl:. pp. :1lf.
In putkular, I would ~Ject as a "Nac:hblldung'" the small plaque (with Original paint Mid gilding)
In the mU$/!Ulll at Anzzo first published by fabriC%)' as a model by Bernardo Rosellino for the rWef
of the Madonna della Misericordia (~ Jugendwerk Bernardo Rossellinos und spitere unbead!.lete
SdKipfunem 5I:in~ Mrissels," lb. d. PT~fJ. Kunstslgn., n,19OQ,pp. 99 &.); similarly, the rdief published by A. Marqtt.a.nd (-A telTlu:otta Sketch by loremo Ghiberti; AmeriClin lOJmUlI of Ardllltology, 9,
:1&}4, pp. 206££.; cf. R. Krauthdmu with T. Krauthei.mer-Hess. Lortru:o Chiberti. Prin~ton 193"6, p.
1.9:1), etc.
14 Cl., eo g., C. Cu.astl, Jl per&lImo Iii DoruztelJo pel Dwomo Iii Prllto, florence '18&7, p. :13; A. Marquand,
Lue... dell# Robbilz, Princeton, etc., 191.4, pp. ,.8, 1.97; Poggi, op. cit., doc. :1099.
15 See now, J. Pope-Hennessy, Cllt#logue of Ulllilln SCIollpture in the Vidori# lind l\lbe,t Mus~um. london 1l}6", pp. 1.56 fE.
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As to the way the models were used we have one important direct clue for the early
part of the century - an unfinished relief by L deUa Robbia in the BargeUo, representing
the Crucifixion of St. Peter (pI. :l..I,3). Together with its partner, which shows the
Deliverance of St. Peter, it formed. part of an altar in the cathedral of Florence, commissioned in "Q39, for which a wooden model is recorded. in the documents.!' The
reliefs, however, give no evidence of having been worked from a model; there are no
pointing marks, and while the surfaces are not absolutely uniform the artist certainly did
not bring one part to completion before beginning another. The technique is similar to
that of the late medieval examples, and it would appear that the introduction of models
was not accompanied by a radical change in procedure. In general we may say that the
model was a kind of preview of the final work; it was not really a study, and it did not
playa re.llly integral role in the creative process.
The one literary source we have concerning the sculpture of this period, Alberti's
Treatise on Sculpture, written probably in the 1.430'S gives the same impression.17 It is,
needless to say, one of the major documents in the Renaissance tendency to codify
artistic creaton. Its chief technical contribution is that it provides a system whereby the
measurements of a statue can be taken and proportionally enlarged or reduced. But it is
important to realize that Alberti does not actually give a method of pointing off. He
tells you how to obtain a given dimension on the prototype, but not how actually to
reproduce it in working the stone.. The distinction is meaningful because it is entirely
possible to copy a model by taking its measurements, and yet to work the stone directly
without a true method of pOinting-off. Such a procedure. is exactly what the other evidence we have cited suggests for the early quattrocento. llI
In fact, the first instance of a medtanical pointing method comes only at the end of
the century. This is the famous perforated box of leonardo's Trattato, for which a drawing appears in Ms. A of the Institut de France, of about 1.492 (P1.12,4).19 Leonardo's
device, it must be admitted, is very crude. It would not allow for more than a relatively
small number of points to be taken, it would be cumbersome for work on a large scale,
and would not be very well suited for enlargements or reductions in scale. If in this case,
as in others, Leonardo's invention was at the vanguard of it's time, we must conclude
that pointing tedmi'lues were being experimented. with, but were not very highly developed by the end of the quattrocento.
If this assumption is correct we can perhaps gain some insight into the peculiar facts
surrounding that other famous giant commissioned for Florence Cathedral from Agos'.• A. Marquand, OF. cit., Fl'· 4.1 ft. The wording of the document (ibid., p..H) luggelts lhilt the GlJUral
parts may not KtuaUy have been included on the model.
7 H.1anitsdtek, L,one B.. ttUtll Alb,rtts Kieinue J(lInsHheoretUme Sdrriften, Vienna 1877 (Quellensd!.riften fUr KUlUtgeschidlle und Kunsttedmik des Mittelalters und der Neu;r;ei.t, Xl), pp. 16S fE.
II A proportional enJ.arging method Ls_ alluded to by Ghlberti O. von Sc:hlos.ser, LDr,n::a Chiberti. D,mJc·
tQurdig,bit,m, Berlin 1VU, I, pp. So f., d. n, p. }81, ;md PompoNus G.!.uricus also includes one (H.
Broddlaus, D, KlIlpturll 1JOn Pampoltill5 Gallriau, Lei.p:Eig 1886, p. 26).
, C. RavaiJIOn·Molllen, La mllnMJmts de Uolt#rd de Vinci. u MlInwmt A d, Lr bibliothi.lfue h
YlmitiJut, PlI,u 1M2, foI. 43 recto; d. 1. P. Rlcht«, Th, Lit,rary Works at uOl1llrdo u Vinci, London,
etc., 1.939, II, na.706: A. P. M~on, TrutU, on PlIintinr, Princeton 1956, I, no. 556, It. folJ. 160
"NO,1.61 rlda. Another ,k.etdl of a,imil.ar device, In the Codex Atlanticus (fal 68v-a), was kindJy
brought to my attention by Prof. Carlo Ped.rdti, who cLites it 1500+<15 (Stlldi Vinciani, G~eva, 1957,
p.268).
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tina di Ducdo in 1-464. According to the record the statue, which was to be 9 braccia
high, was to correspond to a model that Agostino had made in wax. 20 It was to have
been made of four pieces of white marble, one for the head and neck, one for each ann,
and one for the rest of the body. Since so far as we know Donatella's and Brunelleschi's
figure never got beyond the model stage, Agostino's would have been the first colossal
freestanding marble statue since antiquity. One cannot but admire the boldness of his
attempt, and I suspect that it was based upon a pointing method of some kind. At [east,
a system of proportional measurement must have been involved if he expected to reproduce a wax model on a colossal scale. We may rec.all, moreover, that Alberti had
specifically recommended his method both for executing sculpture in several pieces, and
for enlargement to superhuman size.:21
But Agostino's daring did not end there. In December of 1466 ~he operai of the
cathedral agreed to increase Agostino's fee for the figure, because now he proposed to
execute it from a single block of marble, rather than four. l l Most remarkable is the
fact that the document stipulates that the increase in fee was determined not only by
the great spendio et apmsa, but also by the greater intelleto involved in the new scheme.
This extra intelleto might well refer to an improvement in his pointing system that
Agostino hoped would enable him to accomplish this unprecedented. feat.
I submit the possibility that Agostino's notorious failure was due to some miscalculation in his pointing system, as a ~t of whidl he was forced to give up and leave the
block male abozatum. This phrase, male abozatum, occurs in the record of 1,501 in which
the operai of the cathedral ceded the block to Michelangelo, who would in the next two
years carve the Davia from it (pl.1.2,7.8).2:J If the hypothesis about Agostino's abortive
attempt at pointing off his giant is correct, perhaps we can shed some light on another
part of the same entry, which is by all odds one of the most curious notices in the whole
history of Renaissance sculpture. In the margin next to the main giving the block to
Michelangelo the follOWing note was added:
The said Michelangelo began to work on the said giant on the
morning of 13 September 1,501, although a few days earlier,
on 9 September, he had with one or two blows of the chisel (uno
vel duo ictibus) removed a certain nodus (quoddam. nodum) that
it had on its dtest.
This nodus has been interpreted as a knot of drapery, on the asstllItption that Agostino's figure was to be clothed.Z4 I wonder, however, wether the nodus was not in fact
a point, a knob of marble deliberately retained by Agostino as a fixed reference for
measuring off his colossus from the model.
20 Poggi, op. cit., doc. 441.
n Alberti was no doubt In part folloWing a Uterary convention from antiquity, as In D1odoru, Sieulus'
story (I, 1!1) of two 5CU1pton who made a ,tatue in two 5edion$ and in foeJJuate locations; willi the
funcbmental distinction, h~ef, lhat Alberti is speakiDg in this contlC1t not of a syrteln of proportions, but of his lnethod of meuuring from a prototype (It hu been emphuized by "E. Panofsky.
Meaning in the VlJUilI M., New York 195.5, p. 7%, n. %6).
II Poggi, op. cit., doc. 444.
~ Ibid., doc. 449.
u a. c. de Tolnay, Micheillngelo, Princeton 1948 ff., I, p. 1.54, citing K. Lanckoron,ka.
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The David is one of the vivid cases of Michelangelo's phobia against people seeing his
work while in progress; he actually had a wall built around it to keep away the curious,
as we know from both Vasari and the documents. 2S Yet the payments show that Michelangelo had removed the nodus before the wall was built, while the block was still visible.
He seems to have wanted one and all to know that he intended to execute the statue
without Agostino's nodus.
We can scarcely even speculate as to how Michelangelo himself accomplished the feat.
We know from Vasari that he too made a wax model. That he used a system of enlargement is suggested by the very fact that he built a wall around the figure, whim. would
have made it practically impOSSible to judge proportions from a distance. Another tantalizing notice in both Vasari and Condivi is that he ajso left portions of the original block...
which might have served as stationary references for a measuring system, at the head
and at the base of the figure:,26 but that at the head was removed, unfortunately, in the
18th century.17
In any event. the David is the first definite instance we have of Mim.elangelo's use of
the model in preparation for monumental sculpture. Thereafter in his work the model
takes on a virtually unheralded significance, but at this point we must consider brieRy
some aspects of what might be called the "pre-history" of Michelangelo's achievement.
In the general framework of late quattrocento Italian sculpture it is possible to define
a powerful undercurrent of experimentation with new ways of creating plaStiC effects.
Verrocchio seems to have been a key figure in this tendency. Certain passages in his
relief of the Resurrection from Careggi in the Bargello, for example, show a strikingly
loose and expressive modeling (pl. :12,9) and the same may be said of his bust of Giuliano de'Medici in Washington. 211 The Careggi relief was certainly painted, the Medici
bust probably, so that much of the effect would have been lost. But in fact a host of
other works of this period, perhaps best exemplified by the series of reliefs attributed
2.5
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Vasari-Milanesi, VII, p. '1H; K. Frey, NStudien zu Mic:helllgniolo Buonarroti und zur Kunst 5f:iner
Zeit,· 1b. d. PrellfJ. Kllnstslgn., )0, '1'}09, 8eiheft, p.107, nos. '12 (payment for the wall, Ol:tobcr 14,
1.50:1.) and 13 (for the roof, December zoo 1.50:1.).
Vasari~Milanesi, Joe. cit.; A. Condivi, Vita di Midrellmgdo Bllonllrroti, ed. Pisa '1823, (Collezione di
otthni sa'ittori italianl), p. :1.2.
As reported by D. M. Manni (in a note to the edition of Condivi by A. F. Gorl, Florence 1746, p.5,;
reprinted on p. 98 in the edition dted above. note 26), who says, NLa scorza nella sommit3. del capo
ora. non 5i yede piu, dllcche anni alquantl sono fu dl nouvo lipuJita."
A brief search by the writer in the norentine archives for a record of this operation was unsuccessful
There did appear, however, an undated estimate for a later deaning by the sculptor Stefano Ricci
('1765-1.837) :
Dovendosi da me 50ttOSCritto RestauraTe, rlpclire, ed Incausticare la statua del'davidde dell'Immortal' Mimelangelo esistente in Piazza dd' Gran' Duca. e resl:aurare i due Leoni che esistono sotte
la loggia detta dei lanzi, Avendo Ponderato ed i Ta5Sel!l che ci mancano e la rlpulltura, I'Tncausto,
Ponti, ed altro, Esaminando la Fatica necessaria p rimetter' con criterio dei peui ad opera 5imili,
giudico, e credo potere ascender' la total' somma a Zedtini quarantadnque
Tanto a I'onore di espoITe l'Umi1l5simo Sel"Vo
Stefano Ricci Scultore
(Archive of the Soprintendenza della Galleria agli Uffw, ms. no. 277)

1.S

J1Iustrations of the form!!r in L PlanisclS, Andrell del Verrocmio, Vienna '194'1, pIs. '1-7, of the latter
in C. Seymour, Jr., Masterpieces of Sculpture from the Niltional Callery of Art, New York 1.949, pis.
'11J:-u6, d. p. 1:14.
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to Francesco eli Giorgio, show analogously bold vague.'1ess of form. 19 It is scarely nec~
essary to emphaSize that this whole phenomenon was incalculably indebted. to Dona~
tello, and here is where its relevance for Michelangelo becomes specific. When, as Vasari
says, the youthful Michelangelo in making his Madonna of the Stairs set out to "contrafare la maniera di Donatello,"3O it is more than likely that at least part of his interest lay
precisely in the diffuse and irregular surfaces that playa central role in Donatello's relief
technique. Certainly, in view of Michelangelo's subsequent development it is difficult to
imagine that the "pictorial'" possibilities of the riUevo smiacciato were of great concern
to him.
What I wish to suggest is that the basic redefinition of sculptural "finish" implied in
this development was closely related to the emergence of the sculptural study as an independent form. For here, too, the first steps were taken in the late quattrocento, both
towards freer handling in the model itself, and towards an appraisal of the model in
terms of its own special properties. In both these respects Verrocchio once more seems
to have been a leader. His tenacotta model in the Victoria and Albert Museum for the
Forteguerri monument in Pistoia {ca. 1475, pl. .1.14),31 though hardly a sketch, is very
different from such highly finished models as those of Benedetto da Majano. And if the
London relief was actually a presentation piece, submitted for the patron's approval, it
marks the appearance of a new attitude in this domain. That something of the sort was
taking place is further evidenced by the fact that a few years later (1482) Verrocd'lio's
model of the St. Thomas of Or San Michele was purchased for the Universita. dei Mercatanti. The model was to be placed on public display and the decree authOrizing the
acquisition states the motive in eloquent terms: "'per non lasciare guastarsi e perire la
boza et principio di si bella C053;"31 it attaches a definite and positive value to the work
of. genesis as such.
Whatever their ancestry, however, Michelangelo's small figures in wax and day have
the quality of directness that prompts us to speak for the first time of real sculptural
s~tches, or "'bouetti" (pl. 1.2,5; 1.3,2).33 In the terracotta torso in the British Museum,
we even find the same very personal graphic surface treatment that appears in the unfinished marbles and in many of the drawings. Throughout the whole prior history of
European sculpture there is nothing that conveys in this way the feeling of being conI

• >.

19 S«·A. S. Weller, Frllncuco dl Giorgio, Chicago 19.J, pp.1J3 ff.
30 Vuari-Milanesl, VII, p. '44.
31 Pope~Henn.essy, op. cit., pp. 164 E.
32 ct. C. von fabrlczy, "Donatdlot HI. Ludwig und M:in Tab<:makel an Or San Michele," Jb. d. Preufl.
K'uMlslgn.• 21, 1900, p. 257.
fundamentally diHcrent Is the situation described by PUny (NH, XXXV, 155), in which Arkesllaus'
modelt brought mOnl th:m the final works of others, and one of m. statues wu Hi up before It was
fin&hech these ,torles m~ly document the exceptionally high esteem In which the utilIt's works were

"",,j,
h IF-tempting to speculate thllt a dir«t Une In the devdopment of the three-dimeruslonal sketch

may MVe led from VelT'()(;mlo through leonardo; a draWing In Windsor with liguns for the AnghUt.ri
battle (c. 1505) has an inscription !'fiordlng Leoruu'do', Intention -to make a smaU one DE wax the
length of a finger. - These studics, In tum, are probably reBected in a number of broI\7.e statuettes, and
In the ,mall terracotta battle groups attributed to Rustic!. (CE. K. dark, L,onardo da Vinci. Harmonds~
worth, 1959, p. 1)2) There Is no evidence that the b.tter were pN!:lImlnary shldles. but It 5eCmf quile
pos,ible that leonardo's example was foUowed in the prep.I.Iation of lug,", works In sculpture.
)) S« L Gol.d.6d'leider, A Sltn>')' of Mim'/IInSelo', Mod.E. in WID: lind Clay, London 1962, with many
problematic attributions.
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fronted with the artist's most inward and private searc:hings. Moreover, the sources and
preserved examples ~ether leave no ~oubt tha~ he ~~de sudl studies r~ly f~r all
sorts of projects, so It can also be saId that with Mlme1angelo the three-dtmenslOnal
sketch became an essential part of the sculptor's creative machinery.
At the opposite extreme stands the equally dramatic fact that with Michelangelo we
are able, again for the 6.rst time since antiquity, to prove the use of large-scale models
for monume.'1tal stone sculpture. I refer of course to the Medici tombs; large models for
the 6gure sculptures are amply documented in Michelangelo's own Ricordi, and one, the
River God in the Accademia is still preserved (pI. 1.),2).)4
Both these innovations should be kept in mind when one considers still another aspect
of Michelangelo's working procedure {pl. 1.],]). This is his ha~it, described by Vasari
and Cellini and confirmed by the works themselves, of attacking the block from one side
only, uncovering the projecting forms first and proceeding only gradually to the deeper
excavations." The signiBcance of this tedmique has not r think been clearly grasped,
though Vasari himself supplies the explanation. He says that its purpose was to avoid
errors by leaving room at the back of the blade. for alterations. In other words, should
the artist encounter any Raws in the marble as the proceeds, should he make a mistake,
should he alter his conception, he will be in a much better position to make any necessary allowances or changes than if the opposite side were already hewn away.
I need hardly point out the similarity of this to the later classical procedure, which
Bluemel showed was based on making copies by pointing-off. What this would indicate,
however, is that Michelangelo's technique, too, developed in relation to his use of models.
Indeed, Vasari gives his description of the procedure in a passage dealing with the use of
models. His description is even couched in terms of the famous analogy of a wax model
slowly withdrawn from a pail of water. I do not mean to imply that Michelangelo actually pointed-off in a modem way, as has been claimed.36 or even that he necessarily
made models, on whatever scale, in every case. Rather, I suggest in general terms that
these two most salient features of his working procedure - his one-sided approach to
the block, and the unprecedented role of bozzetti and modelli in his work - should be
viewed as interconnected phenomena, the one proceeding directly from the other. Michelangelo's revolutionary technique may thus be understood against the broad background
of sculptural procedure since the early fifteenth century. The development that began
with Donatello's and Brunelleschi's quasi~scienH£ic experiment reaches here, a hundred
years later, a kind of threshold.
)4 For the Ricordi. cf. G. MIlanesi, u Ldtnr di Mimrllfnsrlo BuonaP'Tott, Florence ,,-87.5, pp. .591 if. The
~uency with whid\ he used large modw for sculpture i. not fO evident as with the bouttti; Cellini

(cited below, note 35) says that Mkhelangelo had worUd both with and without fu.lI~sca.Ie mode15, and
that alter a point he used them regularly. On the other hand, In a letter of "-5-47 Bandindll report!
Pope Oem.ent u having Mid that Michdange.lo could never be persuaded to au..ke IUd\ modeb (C.
Bottari, R.:rccolta di Ienere .Mlla pitturlf ... , ed. S. nconl, Milan leU ff., I, p. 71).
But that Mid\elangelo himself thought of them as a means of hoc:llitating the work II apparent from
hi, letter of April 152.5 concerning full-=ale modeiJI for the Medici tombs (Milanesl, uttere, p.42-1;
d. on the dating. K. Frey, Die Britfc lin Midu,laS"iolo BU:Ofllfrroti, ed. H.-W. Ft'I!:y. Bulln "-9lh, pp.
4.5 ff.).
3S VaJ.lIri-Miianesi, I, pp. 1So4 f., cE. VII, pp. 272 f.; CeIJini. Trlfttlfto delia Scultllrlf in A. J. RUICOni and
A.. Valeri, eds. 1.4 Villf di Ben~mU:jo CeUini, Rome 't9Q1., p. 780; these ;ue the most impomnt among
numuoUi aIlUlioni to Mld\dangdo', procedure..
)6 f. Xieslinger, Lin unbeIunnt~ Werle des Mid\dangdo," J&. d. PrevlJ. K;<n$t$lgn., 49, "-9:8, pp. 50 ff.

[ruing Lavin

In the course of the sixteenth century this threshold was crossed and the creative
process became, as it were, so self-conscious and articulate as to be virtually autonomous. The treatises of Cellini and Vasari on sculpture give detailed. accounts involving
a series of dearly defined steps from small study through the full-sca.le model, to the
Goal work. An important factor in this context was that Mimelangelo could be cited as
authority; the Medici mape! is Cellini's dUef witness when insisting on the desirability
of the full-scale model." Characteristically, they both give as mum attention to the
preparatory stages, the making of the models, as to the final execution. This attitude
has its visual coroUary in the fact that the preliminary studies and models now become
independent and highly 6.nished works of art in their own right. It is probably no
accident that two of Giambologna's full-scale models, the Florence Triumphant O'Oer
Pisa and the Rape of the Sabines, were preserved. along with the executed works them.selves. 38 And of course the small "studies" for works in a large scale were often cast in
bronze as "Kleinkunst" (pl. 1304).
This by no means signifies that true bouetti were not produced in the 16th century;
although the highly finished studies form the backbone of Giambologna's preparations
for a work of art, under certain "iconographical circumstances at least, he produced
sketches that go far beyond Michelangelo in &eedom of handling (pl. 13,6).39
I strongly suspect that Bernini's bozzetto style was not developed without a direct
knowledge of sum sketches by Giambologna, possibly in the Medici collection in FloI'e..'1ce. 40 Moreover, Bernini continues and even surpasses the late 1.6th century in working out his conception fully in advance. This may be judged from the fact that Sandrart
reports he saw no less than twenty-two wax boz:zetti for the St. Longinus alone. n Sandrart was himself astonished, and observes that the number of studies was far greater
than other sculptors were wont to produce. Eleven boz:zetti for the angels of the Ponte
S. Angelo are preserved still today, and in them. we follow the development of Bernini's
ideas with a degree of intimacy that can only be described as startling. Even in the famous
case where we know Bernini worked. the marble directly, the bust of louis XIV, he did
so only after the most painstaking study, whim included besides drawings, many day
models. 4z
No less clear is the evidence for Bernini's committment to the full·scaIe model. In every
case where the documents for his larger commissions are preserved they show that he
used full-scale models; it was through them that he was able to control and give his
N

31 Gp. cit. (above, no. )5), p. 71&-780.
3e E. Dhanens, leun Bowlo!ne: Giovanni Bolo!na Fiurnmingo, 'Brussels 1956 (Konlnklljke Vlaamse Ac...demie voor Weten5Chl1ppen ... , KI. der schone Kuru;ten, Verhandeling nr. :11), pp. 147 (no :) H.
J9 It now seems certain that the LondOr'l model illustrated [n our pI. 1:},6 Is a study for a colossal Nile al
Pratolino. whim was ultimately superseded by the famous figure of the Apennines (d. Pope_Hennessy,
op. cit., p. 471, dtiJl.g H. Keutnu, review of Dhl1neN, In Klol1Istchronik, 1'1, 1958, p. 3:17). And indeed,

from the ·ftuld" tre3tDlent of the river god a subtle but definite mange Dlay be obRrved toward
sharper, almost ·craggy" surfaCe!! in the Bargello study for the mount:LIn deity (A. E. Brindunann,
8arock-Bo=etti, Frankfurt a. M. 19~3lf., I. pI. ~9).
4lI 'Bernini's acqua.illtance with the Medid CollectiOIUl 5eUl'IS evident frorn a corn~n of his Rslpt of
Prostrpine with the bronu: by Plttro th Barp in the Barge.llo (d. G. de Nicola, "A Series of Small
Bronzes by Plare da Barga,· 8wrfitlgton Ma!/I~il'lt, 19, 1916, pI. 111, Q), a rdatioll5hlp I hope 10 enlarge apon in iUlOthU context.
41 A. R Peltzer, 1o/lchim tlon Slmdrllrts Aarumit ... , Mwtich 19.1.S, p. .1S6.
4Z a. R. Wittkower, Bemim~a Bldt of Louis XIV, Oxford 19" (OI.arlton lectures on Art), p.8.
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personal stamp to vast undert~gs executed largely with the help of assistants. Symptomatic of this development ~t that by far the most elaborate and practical description
to date of tedmiques of model-making. measurement and proportional enlargement
comes in a treatise on sculpture, still unpublished, written around 1.650 by one Orfeo
Boselli.o Boselli, though a pupil and follower of Duquesnoy, worked under Bernini on
the decoration of St. Peter's, and his account may well reBect the practise in Bernini's
studio. Symptomatic, too, is the fact that with Bernini and his school we begin to get
measured bonetti; that is, bozzetti on which calibrated scales have been incised, for the
pwpose of mathematically prease enlargement. One of the lirst examples J know is a
magnificent unpublished bozzetto by Bernini for the Angel with the Inscription on Ponte
S. Angelo, in whim measured scales run vertically up both sides of the rear support (pl.
:I),7·B)."'"

I do not believe one could duplicate this kind of advanced preparation in the work
of any previous sculptor. We are faced with the paradox that behind Bernini's revolutionary effects of freedom and spontaneity there lay an equally unprecedented degree
of conscious premeditation. In a sense, of course, it may be said that Bernini simply
carries to a new level the tendency to externalize and articulate the creative process that
had begun in the early Renaissance. But there are a number of factors that taken together point to a profound difference from earlier prottdun and have some bearing
upon the paradox of Bernini's calculated spontaneity. As regards full-scale models the
examples recorded were made either for the benefit of assistants, or as a means of trying
out the projected work in situ. There is no evidence that Bernini used. full-scale models
as part of his own personal working procedure. lnterestingly enough, Boselli says specifically that whereas it had previously been the custom to make full-scale models, he considers a small model sufficient, except for larger works requiring try-outs for size. U
With regard to smaller models, in Bernini the relationship between developed studies
and sketmcs is reversed as compared with Giambologna. Rapidly executed bozzetti, instead of being relatively rare, fonn by far the greater portion of the corpus of known
Bemini terracottas. Conversely, highly finished studies are exceptional in Bernini's work,
and those that exist can usually be linked to special circumstances such as execution by
assistants. No certain example of a study by Bernini cast in bronze is known." The loose
and very personal sketch, then, was his characteristic instrument of creation.
It is remarkable, finally, that his bozzetti do not necessarily become more highly
finished as they approam the final conception. A striking case in point is the one just
mentioned (pl. :I),B).lt is extremely close to the third of Bernini's angels, the one now on
U OUllrolltionl dc/Ill scoltur" "nnu, Rome, BibL Co~lnl, 11\$. 36, F. 27, Bk. I, chs. xlvEf., II, duo xviiiff.
Co"ceming one of hU methods he says "salval1li sempre Ie dol c1me del 5&5&0, grosse tre dita, ben
riquadrate, tanto nd di sopra, quanto nel flanco, perme perse queUe, suebbe 'IIilno II tutto; ne Ie
lev&raJ mal sin tanto, me non h.abbi posto a loco cefto tulle Ie pam princlpall'" (fol. 60 '011"0). On the
tre31i5e, cf. M. Piacentini, "Le 'Osservationi delh scoltu", antica' di Orfeo Boselli,'" Bollettino del R.
Istiluto di Arcneologill e Stonll delY Ane, 9, 1.9;9, pp. s if.
44 Height: ;2.san; Inv. no. 63Q.
Ci Op. at.. fo1. S6 rcclo.
46 One possibility I, a small bronze version of the Counte$f MIl/iUl., cf. R. Wittkower, Bunini, London
11)H, p.1\16. A small lead ,tatuette, supposedly a trial model for Bernini', Neptune fountain .at the
ViLl..a Mon!.11to, was owned by Antonio Mwioz (d. I. Faldi, C.dlerill Borghuc. Lt sculture dill secolo
XVI fill XIX, Rome 1.1)54, p. 0, and Munoz in L'Urbe, 1.957, no. 6, p. 1.J).
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the bridge (pl. .13,.10),47 and as we have seen it is actually measured for enlargement.
Nevertheless it is not much more highly finished than studies produced at an earlier stage
in the planning (pl. 13,9):" To be sure, Bernini's chief purpose in making the models
was to study the general disposition of pose and drapery, rather than to work out details.
But there is also, I think - and this can be shown in many other ways as well- a deliberate effort to retain, or actually to increase the sense of immediacy and freshness.
These qualities which had previously been, so to speak, incidental by-products of the
creative process, become part of its very pwpose, a goal toward which Bernini's elaborate
preparations were aimed.
In this way one can also understand the vast guI£ separating Bernini's conception of
sculpture from that of Michelangelo, despite the many points they have in common. For
Michelangelo sculpture was a matter of taking away material to reveal the form in the
stone. And he was obsessed with the di£.6cu1ties of the task - sum phrases as dura and
alpestra pietra occur repeatedly in his poems in reference to scu1ptuee. 49 Sculpture was
not an easy business for Bernini either; one of Michelangelo's own dicta that he applied
to himself was "neUe mie opere caco sangue.... so But for him a major thallenge was to
prpserve in the final execution the momentary quality, though not the roughness, of a
sketch. Hence he thought of sculpture as a process of moulding the marble, rather than
hewing it away; and he said precisely that one of his greatest achievements was to have
succeeded in rendering the marble "pieghevole come la cera. lt51

Purpose and Style: Oil Sketches of Rubens, Jan Brueghel, Rembrandt
by Egbert Haverkaml'"Begemann
To a certain degree the style of a work of art depends on the purpose for which that
work of art was made. This relationship can be exemplified by an analysis of style and
purpose of oil sketches of Rubens, Jan Brueghel the Elder, and Rembrandt.
Recently the oil sketches of Rubens have been studied in great detail. Especially since
the exhibition of his oil sketches held in Rotterdam in '1953 many aspects of this activity
of the Flemish artist have been analyzecf.l Rubens' sketches thus are an exception in a
47 On the attribution of this figure, d. Wittko_r, Bernini, p. 2":.
48 Height: :JO cm.; one of .. ~ir of W1publUhed bouetti fOT the angels in the collection of Mr. and Mrs.
Ridlilrd. Davis, formerly of Wayzab., Minnesota, illustrated and discussed in my disKrtatiOll, The
Boz.:,att{ of Gi/lnlorcn::o Buni"i, HaNW Univ.• "19SS, pp. l.8.. f.
<1,'
E. Panofsky, Studi" in Jeona/agy, New York and Evall5ton 1962, p.1.78 and n.'16.
50 P. Frellrt de Chantelol.l, Journal du voyage au Clltlalier Berni" en Frlolnce, ed. L Lalanne, Parit 1835.

a.

p.174·

51 D. Bemini, Vita del C/n1lllic, Gia. Lorm:o Bernino, Rome 'l7'lJ. p. '49; d. A. RIesl, Filippo Baldi"><ern Vila au Gio. Lo,~ Brmi"i, eds. A. Burd.1. iIRd O. PoilU, Vienna 19U. p. 2<,:s.
1 The most imporbnt reviews of the aMbition were the foUowing: Michael Jaffe. "'Ruben5 at Rolterdam,'" The Burlington Magllzlne, XCYl, '19.54, pp. H-.57; O1rlslopher Norris, "'Rubenlll' Sketches at
Rotterdam'" The Connoisseur. June '19.54, pp. 2.5-29; John Pope-Hennessy, The Listener, February u.
'19.54. p. 266; and Denys Sutton. Art. PJlUti/fwu, '19.54. The foUowing recent boob. articles and e$5a~
dealing with the role of the sketch In RubenI' work aTe the mQ5t sig:nl.8unt: Antoine Count Stilem.
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1 Benedetto da lvJajano, Confirmation of the Order of 51. Frallcis, Terracotta, Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 2 Benedetto da Majano, Confirmation of the Order of Sf. Francis, Pulpit. S. Croce,
Florence. :; Luca della Robbia, Crucifixion of St. Peter, National Museum, Florence. 4 Verrocchio,
Model ior the Forteguerri monument, Terracotta, Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
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